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The purpose of this Brief Communications section is to present important research results of more limited scope than regular
articles appearing in Physics of Plasmas. Submission of material of a peripheral or cursory nature is strongly discouraged. Brief
Communications cannot exceed three printed pages in length, including space allowed for title, figures, tables, references, and an
abstract limited to about 100 words.
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J. B. Taylor, J. W. Connor, and P. Helander
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~Received 4 March 1998; accepted 6 April 1998!

Transport barriers and transitions between modes of low and high confinement in tokamak plasmas
are often attributed to suppression of turbulence by a shear flow related to a plasma gradient, e.g.,
of density. However, such shear flow is also affected by the second derivative of density. When this
is introduced there is no unique relation between flux and gradient—it depends on the source
distribution within the plasma and on conditions at the plasma edge~e.g., imposed by the scrape-off
layer!. This edge gradient must lie within prescribed limits if a stationary plasma profile~which may
include an improved confinement zone! is to exist.
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Two important features of plasma confinement in tok
maks are~i! the spontaneous formation of narrow ‘‘transpo
barriers,’’ where heat or particle transport is significantly le
than elsewhere; and~ii ! an abrupt transition from a configu
ration with poor overall confinement~the low confinement
mode,L-mode! to one of significantly better confinement~as
in various high confinement modes,H-modes! accompanied
by a change in the overall density or temperature profi
For a recent review of these phenomena, see Refs. 1 an

Several authors3–12 have suggested explanations for th
behavior that involve the following elements:~i! In poorly
confined plasmas there is a high level of small scale tur
lence~e.g., due to drift-wave instabilities!, which produces a
large particle or energy transport.~ii ! The reduced transpor
at barriers, or in theH-mode, is attributed to the suppressio
of this turbulence byE3B sheared~i.e., varying from one
magnetic surface to another! plasma flow.~iii ! This shear
flow increases with the density, temperature or press
gradient—as implied by the equilibrium conditio
ne(E1v3B)2¹p50 when the plasma momentum is sma

In this picture the diffusion equation is nonlinear. In pa
ticular an increase in gradient leads to a decrease in trans
coefficient, tending to increase the gradient further. Con
quently, there is a built-in potential for a bifurcation ‘‘cata
trophe’’ between high and low transport regimes. This bif
cation can be illustrated using a model diffusion coefficie
similar to that of Refs. 1, 5, 7, such as

D15D0$11b/@11a~dn/dx!g#%, ~1!

where the first term represents the underlying quiescent
fusion and the second represents a turbulent diffusion in
ited by a plasma flow that increases with density gradie
Then, whenb.4g/(g21)2, the fluxG52Ddn/dx exhib-
1070-664X/98/5(8)/1/3/$15.00 306
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its a classical catastrophe and hysteresis as in Fig. 1.
produces an abrupt rise in density gradient~corresponding to
improved plasma confinement! as the flux increases, and a
abrupt fall in gradient, occurring at a lower flux level, as t
flux decreases.

The attraction of this model is that it provides a clea
intuitive picture for transport barriers andL2H mode tran-
sitions. However, while it is certainly appealing, the pictu
could be somewhat misleading. This is because it is plas
velocity that is most closely correlated with density gradie
whereas turbulence is inhibited only by velocity shear. Co
sequently, second derivatives~curvature! of density or tem-
perature should be involved in the suppression of turbulen
Therefore, instead of Eq.~1!, a more instructive model for
the diffusion coefficient might be

D15D0S 11
b

11a1~dn/dx!g11a2~d2n/dx2!g2D . ~2!

This change has profound consequences. The relation
tween flux and gradient can no longer be described locally
depends on the global source distribution and~because the
transport equation is now of higher order! on anadditional
boundary condition, which, as we will see, plays a cruc
role.

In this note we explore the effect of changing from
‘‘first-order’’ transport coefficient such as~1! to a ‘‘second-
order’’ coefficient such as~2!. Specifically, we compare the
qualitative behavior of a first-order flux

Q15@11b/~11g2!#g, ~3!

whereg52dn/dx, with that of a second-order flux

Q25$11b/@11g21a~dg/dx!2#%g. ~4!
5
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~Here a1/2 is a scale length,b is the ratio of the maximum
turbulent flux to the quiescent flux; other parameters h
been absorbed intog, Q, andx.)

The behavior ofQ1 is already summarized by Fig. 1. T
describe the behavior ofQ2 it is convenient to regard the
gradientg as a function of the local~outward! flux Q(x) due
to fixed sources.~This flux is assumed to vanish in th
plasma interior and increase monotonically to the plas
edge.! Then

a~dQ/dx!2~dg/dQ!25R~g,Q!/~Q2g!, ~5!

where

R~g,Q!5g32Qg21~11b!g2Q. ~6!

The general form of solutions of Eq.~5! can be illustrated by
two simple examples. In the first, the prescribed source
is linear,Q5Q0x/a; then

e~dg/dQ!25R~g,Q!/~Q2g!, ~7!

wheree5aQ0
2/a2. Real solutionsg(Q) of this equation lie

betweenR(g,Q)50 ~the original ‘‘bifurcated flux’’ curve!,
and the line (Q2g)50 ~see Fig. 2!. They emerge from the
origin ~corresponding to the plasma interior! tangential to the
line Q5lg, where

l32l2~11b!1el2e50. ~8!

Solutions that emerge above the lineQ5lg terminate on the
curve R(g,Q)50 with infinite slope dQ/dg. Those that
emerge below the line terminate on (Q2lg)50 with zero
slope.

In the second example, the prescribed flux decrea
exponentially with distance into the plasma,Q
5Q0 exp(2mx/a). Then

a~m2/a2!~dg/dQ!25~1/Q2!@R~g,Q!/~Q2g!#. ~9!

In this case, all solutions emerge from the origin tangentia
the lineQ5(11b)g. As before, those that lie above a crit

FIG. 1. Universal flux-gradient relation for first-order transport, show
bifurcation and hysteresis@from Eq. ~3!, b515#.

FIG. 2. Flux-gradient relations for second-order transport and linear
@Eq. ~7!, b515, e510#.
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cal curve terminate onR(g,Q)50 with infinite slope, while
those that lie below it terminate on (Q2g)50 with zero
slope~see Fig. 3!.

These examples demonstrate the important distincti
between first-order and second-order transport. With fi
order transport there is a universal, local, relation betw
flux and gradient, incorporating a potential bifurcation b
tween high and low flux regimes. With second-order tra
port there is no such local or universal relation, only a glo
one that depends on the distribution of sources within
plasma. More significantly, even with a given source dis
bution the relation between flux and gradient is not uniq
In order to select a unique solution from the family of sol
tions in Figs. 2 and 3 one must impose some form of bou
ary condition on the gradient, e.g., by specifying its valuegb

at the plasma boundary~whereQ5Qb). @Of course, once the
appropriate solutiong(Q) is selected, the full plasma densit
profile can be constructed using another boundary condi
such asnb50, just as it is for first-order transport.# The fact
that the relation between flux and gradient is not unique,
is determined by a boundary condition, emphasizes the
portant role played by the plasma edge in controlling glo
plasma profiles and transport.

It should be emphasized that the boundary condition
quired to select the appropriate solution of Eq.~7! or ~9! is in
addition to any condition required with first-order transpo
Remarkably, although it must originate outside the pres
theory, e.g., from the properties of a scrape-off layer, it m
placegb within a restricted region if a solution of the tran
port equation is to be found.

In order to make contact with earlier results based
first-order transport, it is interesting to examine the situat
when a→0. In this limit, in addition to a boundary layer
such as CD in Fig. 4, there may also be an internal transi
layer AB across which there is an abrupt change in plas
gradient—and hence in the effective transport coeffici
Q/g. This is shown in Fig. 5 and gives rise to a zone

x

FIG. 3. Flux-gradient relations for second-order transport and expone
flux @Eq. ~9!, b515, am2/a2510#.

FIG. 4. Flux and gradient for second-order transport and linear flux in
limit e→0.
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improved confinement, relative to the core, in the ou
plasma. The thickness of this zone increases with the flu
the plasma edge. This behavior is similar to that with fir
order transport.7,11 However, there is no hysteresis and t
transition layer is located at the minimum of the cur
R(Q,g)50, which differs from the location given by th
‘‘Maxwell construction.’’

For more general source distributions,Q(x), the behav-
ior of g(Q) will be similar to the examples above. For ea
source distribution there will be a family of solutions lyin
betweenR(g,Q)50 and (Q2g)50. The appropriate solu
tion must be selected by a condition prescribed at the pla
edge, and this condition itself must lie within restricted lim
its.

In conclusion, our simple model shows that there
significant differences between first-order plasma trans
~related only to the gradient of density or temperature! and
second-order transport~involving also the curvature of den
sity or temperature!. With first-order transport the flux
gradient relation is unique; it can be defined locally and
a built-in potential for bifurcation between high and lo
transport regimes. With second-order transport the fl
gradient relation cannot be described locally; it depends
the global distribution of sources. More importantly, ev
with a given source distribution, the relation between fl

FIG. 5. Variation of the effective transport coefficientQ/g with the radius
in the limit e→0. The broken curve corresponds to a higher flux at
plasma boundary.
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and plasma gradients is not unique; there is a family of p
sible flux-gradient relations. The appropriate one depends
a boundary condition at the plasma edge~such as might
emerge from a model of the scrape-off layer!. This boundary
condition plays a crucial role in determining the over
plasma profile and demonstrates the dominant effect
plasma edge on tokomak profiles and on confinement. It
condition that is not required, indeed is not admissible, w
first-order transport, where it would overdetermine the pro
lem. However, if the transport equation is to have a stati
ary solution it must place the edge gradient within prescrib
limits. When a stationary solution does exist, it may invol
both a boundary layer and a transition across which the
fective transport coefficient changes abruptly. This gives r
to a zone of improved confinement in the outer plasma.
the other hand, if the edge gradient imposed by the scra
off layer lies outside the prescribed limits, then there is
stationary plasma profile and relaxation oscillations wo
presumably occur.
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